
Color is added in 
                 natural wood

You can solve the complex installation with pre-finished Interior plywood

Wood Grade Cutting Pre-finished

EAGON
INTERIOR PLYWOOD



Enjoy reserve with 
Interior plywood is motivated by natural veneer, 
texture and color of natural veneer is reinterpreted by EAGON.
It could be save a lot of your budget by ONE-STEP installation
due to finished with many colors and patterns.

Save time Save budget Easy installation

Pre-finished Interior plywood
When we have a interior finishing, we waste lots of time and budget 
due to complex procedure like installation, paint finish.
However, EAGON Interior plywood applied with completly-finished condition, 
it makes your work further simplified than ordinary works. 

Wood-grain embossed surface
Distinctive texture of natural wood is felt by surface embo treatment.

Texture

Dimension

Same dimension with existing plywoods
Dimension of EAGON interior plywood is same with current other plywood.
Customer is don’t have to worry about the handling.

Color & Pattern
Totally 9 colors and patterns
(UV natural, Oak natural, Ash beige, Ash grey, Acacia, Teak brown,
Teak black, Vintage Louver brown, Vintage Louver black)

Various Color & Pattern
EAGON interior plywood has a wide selection for customer tastes. 
Every customer can be create their attractive space themselves 
with uncomplicated natural pattern, wood grain pattern and
unique Vintage Louver pattern, etc.
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www. eagoninterior.com

EAGON House (Directly operated showroom)

161, Donggyo-ro, 04001, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea
T. 82-2-2007-2200 F. +82-2-2007-2298

Office and factory
91, Yeomjeon-ro, 22107, Nam-gu, Incheon, Korea
T. +82-32-760-0001 F. +82-32-760-0090

Contact us

EAGON always waiting your contact.

Copyright 2016. 
EAGON industrial co., ltd. All rights Reserved

EAGON
INTERIOR PLYWOOD

Eagon USA KT Park
Eagon USA Corp.
PO BOX 22 Issaquah, WA 98027

E. ktpark@eagon.com
T. 425 577 0901
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